TABLE-TOP TITLE BATTLE!

There’s nothing more exciting than having the ability to compete at the highest level of racing, and Aurora® has been a leader in this area for years. With their AFX® World Championship Racing Special, they bring the thrill of Formula One to your table. The game allows you to choose your favorite drivers, from iconic names like Niki Lauda and James Hunt to modern stars like Lewis Hamilton and Sebastian Vettel. Each car is equipped with the latest technology, including turbochargers, aerodynamic wings, and anti-lock braking systems, ensuring a realistic race experience.

The cardboard track is designed to mimic the most famous circuits in the world, from the twisty streets of Monte Carlo to the majestic circuits of Silverstone. The playmat is also included to provide a realistic driving surface. With a variety of track pieces, you can create your own racing scenarios and challenge yourself to achieve the highest scores.

Whether you’re a seasoned racing fan or a casual player, AFX® World Championship Racing Special is sure to provide hours of entertainment. So gather your friends, get ready, and let’s hit the track!

IT’S THE GAME THE REAL RACING DRIVERS PLAY.
AURORA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MOTOR RACING

Blast-off. The flag falls on the 1974 South African Grand Prix. And more than 10,000 horsepower reverberates round the packed grandstand. Above is the all-action sequence which will appear in every Aurora issue - telling everyone to emulate the action with some of the most up-to-date and refined models ever to grace a miniature circuit.

And - to help them identify with their national heroes - the men below will be the drivers whose portraits will be a star feature of every set.

Each of the three Aurora sets is complete with a special Aurora power unit which converts household current to 12-volts DC; two of the superbly built racing models, two Aurora-Russkit hand-held speed controllers; and, of course, the track, which can be converted into at least two different circuit lay-outs. The track includes Aragon barrier and billboards - all to add to the atmosphere, as well as Aurora's specially devised Quicks-Lok® for quick assembly of the track.

Track lay-outs
The least expensive of the three sets, the GX 3000, offers nearly 11 feet of racing track which can motor circuits of either 42 in. x 27 in. or 51 in. x 18 in. The GX 4000 also offers two basic lay-outs with over 17 feet of racing track. Finally, at the top of the range, the GX 6000 has even more track, and circuits of 78 in. x 34 in. or 93 in. x 33 in. can be constructed. And, of course, the special GP Track Set means that many more vehicles can be utilized with the GX 4000 and GX 6000.

Special features on the GX 6000 include a super World Champion style 'demon' start. This gives both cars extra acceleration when the flag drops, and, almost literally, causes them into action. Also in the GX 6000 set and available as an optional extra will be the Revomatic® Sound. This is keyed to the two cars, and as they walk on the grid and rear round the circuit they can be revved up individually.

Although the three sets offer racing for two cars only, extra model racing clubs and fans may wish to build up their favourite circuits. By purchasing additional track, this will also be possible with Aurora World Championship Motor Racing. But thanks to the fact that Aurora is based on the HO scale, you don't have to live in a castle to have room to construct the circuit!
MEET THE INTERNATIONAL HEROES WHO ARE THE STARS OF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP MOTOR RACING

 Emerson Fittipaldi

 Emerson Fittipaldi took his Ferrari 312 B3 to victory in the 1972 World Championship.

 MARIO ANDRADE

 MARIO ANDRADE is the son of Brazilian racing driver Mario Andretti.

 Clay Regazzoni

 Clay Regazzoni drove for the 1973 World Championship-winning team, Ferrari.

 THE TVERTER GmbH

 The TVERTER GmbH is a German company that produces electric cars.

 WHAT A STABLE!

 Aurora World Championship Motor Racing

 Aurora World Championship Motor Racing offers unique opportunities to visit the best racing circuits around the world. Just think! Aurora models are the ultimate in high performance and are made to last. They are constructed from metal and plastic and can be assembled in different ways, allowing for endless customization and customization.

 Aurora models are available in a variety of colors and styles, and can be displayed on a stand or mounted on a wall. They are the perfect gift for any car enthusiast or collector.

 Aurora World Championship Motor Racing is the ultimate in collectible model cars, offering the best of both worlds: the excitement of live racing and the satisfaction of collecting and displaying your own personal collection.
Aurora's precision models of the Ferrari 312B (left) and the Marlboro McLaren M23.